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Somple student onolysis of o short story

The Character Contest in Flannery O'Connor's

"Everything That Rises Must Converge"

Sociologist Erving Coffman believes that every social

rrrteraction establishes our identity and preserves our image,

ionor, and credibiliry in the hearts and minds of others. Social

'rteractions, he says, are in essence "character contests" that occur

.ot only in games and sports but also in our everyday dealings

.ith strangers, peers, friends, and even family members. Coffman

:e6nes character contests as "disputes [that] are sought out and

ndulged in (often with glee) as a means of establishing where

:ne's boundaries are" (29).Just such a contest occurs in Flannery

J'Connor's short story "Everything That Rises Must Converge."

As they travel from home to the lJulian and his mother,

t.trs. Chestny, engage in a character contest, a dispute we must

-nderstand in order to figure out the story's theme.Julian is so

i"rstrated with his mother that he virtually "declare[s] war on

.er,' "allow[s] no glimmer of sympathy to show on his face," and

'rrragine[s] various unlikely ways by which he could teach her a

,Esson" (O'Connor 1 85, 1 86). But why would Julian want to hurt

ns mother, a woman who is already suffering from high blood

ressure?

Julian's conflict with Mrs. Chestny results from pent-up

nrc*iliry and tension. As Goffman explains, character contests

re a way of living that often leaves a "residue" i "Every day in

filrany ways we can try to score points and every day we can be

dnor down" (29).For many years,Julian has had to live under his

a=sr mother's authority, and every time he protested her racist

ccus he was probably shot down because of his "radical ideas"

=ld 
*lack of practical experience" (O'Connor 1 84). As a result,

i .esidue of defeat and shame has accumulated that fuels a fire

rebellion against his mother. But even thoughJulian rebels

rgarirrst his mother's racist views, it does not mean that he is not
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a racist himself.Julian does not realize that in his own way, he is

as prejudiced as his mother. He makes it "a point" to sit next to

blacks, in contrast to his mother, who purposely sits next to whites

(182). They are two extremes, each biased, for ifJulian were truly

fair to all, he would not care whom he sat next to.

When we look at the situation from Mrs. Chestny's

viewpoint, we realize that she must maintain hervalues and beliefs

for two important reasons: to uphold her character asJulian's

mother and to act out her prescribed role in society. Even if she

findsJulian's arguments on race relations and integration valid

and plausible, Mrs. Chestny must still refute them. lf she did not,

she would lose face asJulian's mother-that image of herself as

the one with authorial. By preserving her self-image, Mrs. Chestny

shows that she has what Coffman sees as key to "character": some

quality that seems "essential and unchanging" (28).

Besides upholding her character asJulian's mother, Mrs.

Chestny wants to preserye the honor and dignity of her family

tradition. Like an actor perForming before an audience, she must

play the role prescribed for her-the role of a white supremacist.

But her situation is hopeless, for the role she must play fails

:o acknowledge the racial realities that have transformed her

... odd. According to Goffman, when a "situation" is "hopeless,"

a character "can gamely give everything . . . and then go down

:-avely, or proudly, or insolently, or gracefully or with an ironic

=.rile on his lips" (32).For Mrs. Chestny, beinggame means trying

:c preserve her honor and dignity as she goes down to physical

::feat in the face of hopeless odds.

Civen the differences between Mrs. Chestny's and her son's

.: Jes, as well as the oppressiveness of Mrs. Chestny's racistviews,

^: :an understand whyJulian struggles to "teach" his mother
' . :sson" (185) throughout the entire bus ride. Coffman would

:,: -: out that "each individual is engaged in providing evidence to

----:.: sh a definition of himself at the expense of what can remain

'.':-= crher" (29). But in the end, neithercharacterwins the
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contest.Julian's mother loses her sense of self when she is pushed

ro the ground by a "colored woman" wearing a hat identical

ro hers (187). Faced with his mother's breakdown,Julian feels

his own identity being overvrrhelmed by "the world of guilt and

sorrow" (191).
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(fuiaaters

fhat are the relationships among the characters? What do the
:ilsacters'thoughts, actions, and speech reveal about them?
fhat changes take place among or within the characters?

l5rrr ofView

Es tbe story told by a character speaking as "I" (first-person point of
G), or by a third-person narrator, who lets the reader know what
,G {or none) or all of the characters are thinking? How does point
drbw affect your understanding of what happens in the story?

h
flhet do these particular episodes in the characters'lives reveal?
fibat did you think and feel at different points in the story? What
trds of changes take place over the course of the story?

*e.g
Uhrt is the significance of the story's setting (its time and.place)?
fLil associations does the writer make with each location? How
lb the social context of the setting affect the characters'choices
d attitudes?
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